EMKC4B

Tiny, yet powerful - that describes the Energizer® Micro LED Keychain. It provides bright light in a handy, easy-to-use format. The spring clip attaches quickly to the keyring and the twist-on switch is easy to activate. The switch also resists accidental actuation in purse or pocket, preserving battery life. A lifetime LED, durable metal case and replaceable batteries add to the value of this light.

BRIGHT

• White LED provides 10 lumens

HANDY

• Spring clip keychain attaches to keyring
• Easy twist-on switch

ECONOMICAL

• Lifetime LED never needs replacing
• Uses replaceable batteries
• Durable metal case

Performance:

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

Tested according to ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.
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